Title of Session: **Globalization in Contemporary Societies – Session I**

Name of Session Convener(s): Masamichi Sasaki  
University/Organization incl. City: Chuo University  
Chair: Masamichi Sasaki  
University/Organization incl. City: Chuo University

I) Title of Selected Paper: *Children in the Streets, Education and Globalization*  
Name/s of Author/s: Ligia Toutant  
University/Organization incl. City: University of California Los Angeles

II) Title of Selected Paper: *Globalization in Multiethnic Society*  
Name/s of Author/s: Amir Hasan Dawi  
University/Organization incl. City: Sultan Idris Education University, Malaysia

III) Title of Selected Paper: *A Simulation Analysis of Effects of Global Redistribution of Wealth on Subjective Well-being in the World*  
Name/s of Author/s: Atsushi Ishida¹, Hiroshi Hamada², and Kenji Kosaka³  
University/Organization incl. City: Japan Society for the Promotion of Science¹, Tohoku University², and Kwansei Gakuin University³

IV) Title of Selected Paper: *The Globalization and Commercialization of Contemporary Art in China*  
Name/s of Author/s: Min Liu  
University/Organization incl. City: Ashland University